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1 Introduction

Do the housing decisions of individuals influence their labor market outcomes? How

about the home financing conditions they face, do they have an impact on their job

situation? Empirically, homeownership has been associated with higher unemploy-

ment rates, however, there has been no theory that would explain why or how. In this

article we present a model in which reservation wages are the underlying mechanism

through which more relaxed credit conditions and higher homeownership rates cause

higher unemployment rates.

Our theoretical framework is a utility-maximizing job search model, extended to

allow for consumption of a durable: housing. The desired amount of housing units

can be bought on credit, sold or rented. This framework allows us to evaluate the dy-

namics of homeownership, unemployment, employment transitions, and wages under

varying home lending conditions. We find that more relaxed housing lending con-

ditions increase workers’reservation wages, making them more selective in their job

search. This, in turn, causes their employment transitions to deteriorate: job find-

ing and job-to-job transitions rates decline, while job loss rates increase, so that the

overall unemployment rate increases by 6 percent points. We also find that worsening

labor market conditions decrease homeownership rates by 14 percent points.

Several empirical studies find a positive relation between homeownership and un-

employment rates. Oswald (1997, 2013) was the first to show this connection based

upon analysis of time series and cross-section data for OECD countries and for regions

within selected OECD countries. He finds that countries and regions with ten percent

higher homeownership rates have two percent higher unemployment rates. So far, ar-

guments supporting or refuting this finding consist of empirical tests. Flatau, Forbes,

Hendershott and Wood (2003) provide a summary of the empirical results on the

relationship between unemployment and homeownership. In particular, Green and

Hendershott (2001) replicate Oswald’s results for the U.S. states and by age group

within states. And Bover, Muellbauer, and Murphy (1989) empirical analysis on UK

data find cross-sectional evidence on the effects of house tenure structure on mobility,

that is, lagged values of regional differentials in the ratio of house prices to earnings

play an important role in both the wage and the unemployment/vacancies equations.

In addition, lagged values of average house prices have a significant ’cost-of-living’

effect on wages. More recently, Mian and Sufi (2011) estimates show that household

leverage growth explains a large fraction of residential investment, unemployment,
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and durable consumption patterns during the Great Recession.

The present paper is the first to explain decisions on home tenure in close con-

nection with the process of job search. 1In our model individuals maximize lifetime

utility while they search for jobs, accumulate liquid wealth,2 and consider buying a

house of the desired size, the price of which will fluctuate. Previous dynamic models

have already considered the housing choice,3 however, in all these frameworks the

individual’s income process is exogenous. Here individuals decide on housing, sav-

ings, and job search, so that there is an explicit feed-back effect between the housing

market and the individuals’income process.

This analysis is particularly relevant to understanding the Great Recession of

2007-09, in which the housing bubble burst amidst lax credit conditions (housing

and subprime crises), and was followed by unemployment, job insecurity, and low

growth in incomes, which further deteriorated the housing market.4 The workings of

this second mechanism or how deteriorating labor market conditions (and lending to

those who lose their jobs) negatively impact housing are quite clear. However, the

first initial mechanism, or how lax housing credit conditions (low or no downpayment,

smaller initial mortgage payments) increase unemployment rates by increasing reser-

vation wages, is far more interesting and much less understood. This paper aims to

shed light on both.

To this purpose we give explicit consideration to the connection between the finan-

cial and the real economy. Most economic analyses regarding this connection focus on

the impact of financial variables on firms’real decisions. Here we focus on the home-

ownership and employment decisions of individuals that search for jobs while facing

changing housing credit conditions, which affect their employment situation and in-

come stream. It is only in the absence of frictions for buying and selling property

that homeownership status has no impact on an individual’s employment situation

1Laufer (2008) is the only previous model that integrates job search and housing decisions.
2The job search model here is set up along the lines of Mortensen (1977) and Burdett and

Mortensen (1998) and includes wealth accumulation as in Danforth (1979), Acemoglu and Shimer
(1999), Costain (1999), Rendon (2006), Lentz (2009), and Lise (2013).

3Notably Gervais (2002), Sanchez (2007), Yang (2009), Díaz and Luengo-Prado (2010), Cham-
bers, Garriga, and Schlagenhauf (2011), Fisher and Gervais (2011), Sommer, Sullivan, and Verbrugge
(2013), Iacoviello and Pavan (2013).

4Arguably, lax downpayment requirements and low initial payments in mortgages have played
an important role in the current crisis. Haurin, Hendershott, and Wacther (1997) find ownership
to be quite sensitive to potential earnings, the cost of owning relative to renting, and especially
borrowing constraints. Chambers, Garriga, and Schlagenhauf (2009) show in a quantitative exercise
that innovations resulting in a lowering of the downpayment requirement can help explain the rise–
and fall– in homeownership since 1994.
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and income stream. Therefore, in our framework lifetime income is endogenous and

responsive to financial conditions.

To estimate the behavioral parameters of the theoretical model we input its policy

rules in a simulated method of moments estimation. This way the model’s simulations

match the observed patterns of wealth accumulation, home tenure, wage growth,

and job turnover in the U.S. The data for this estimation come from the National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), which provides us with a detailed work history

of individuals from 1978 until 2010, including their employment transitions, wages,

and several types of wealth, including residential wealth. The model fits the data

reasonably well.

Once the behavioral parameters are recovered, we evaluate the dynamics of unem-

ployment, employment transitions, wealth accumulation, and homeownership under

two counter-factual scenarios: (i) more relaxed conditions for housing credit, and (ii)

deterioration of labor market demand. We accomplish these scenarios by modifying

the underlying parameters that we estimated previously. The first regime change

aims to assess the effect of relaxed lending conditions for housing in the early 2000s,

whereas the second regime change is geared toward assessing the decline in hiring by

firms once the crisis broke up in the late 2000s.

The first regime change reveals that more generous credit conditions to buy a

house, in particular lower downpayment requirements, increase unemployment sub-

stantially, by up to 6 percentage points. The second regime change shows that falling

labor market demand, in particular lower arrival rates, decreases homeownership by

up to 14 percentage points. We also evaluate the government policy of increasing

unemployment transfers, as discussed recently by Rothstein (2011) and Hagedorn et

al. (2013), and we find that there is an additional 4 percentage point impact on the

unemployment rate.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The next section explains

the model and characterizes the optimal solution. Section 3 describes the data used

in the estimation and documents their basic trends. Section 4 details the estimation

procedure, in particular, the criterion function of the simulated method of moments

estimation. Section 5 presents the results of the estimation, the behavioral parameters

and an assessment of how well the model fits the data. Section 6 performs the

three policy experiments mentioned above. The main conclusions of this article are

summarized in Section 7.
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2 Model

Individuals maximize their expected lifetime utility by choosing their home size and

home tenure status (owning or renting the house in which they live), the level of

consumption of non durables, and acceptable wage offers.

Agents finish their schooling and immediately enter the labor market in quarter

1. That is, agents are active, employed or unemployed, during t ∈ {1, ..., T} quarters,
then retire and live for t ∈ {T + 1, ..., TF} additional quarters. There are no bequests,
so agents die in period TF without assets.

Specifically, in quarter 1 agents are 18, then stay in the labor market for a total of

47 years until age 65, when they retire; that is, agents are active for T = 188 quarters.

Once agents retire, they live an additional 16 years (or 64 quarters) until the age of

81; that is, agents live for a maximum of TF = 252 quarters.

In each period t individuals derive utility from consumption of non-durables, Ct,

and from consuming the services of a house of size Ht ∈
[
H,H

]
, which they can

own or rent, so that their period-by-period utility function is U(C,H). Renters can

adjust the level of housing services they consume without cost as long as they remain

renters. But first-time buyers and owners that change the size of their house must

bear a price-dependent adjustment cost of the form

c
(
χt−1Ht−1, χtHt, pt

)
= pt

(
χtHt − χt−1Ht−1

)
+ apt

∣∣χtHt − χt−1Ht−1
∣∣ ,

where the value of χ indicates whether a house is owned (χ = 1) or rented (χ = 0)

in a particular period; pt is the price per house unit in period t; and a is equivalent

to a fee per unit of variation in house size.5 When there is no variation in house size

c (·) = 0. There is no house depreciation and no house maintenance spending. The

house price follows a Markov process P (p′| p), parameterized as an AR(1) process:
ln pt+1 ∼ N

(
µp + φ ln pt , σ

2
p

)
, where pt ∈

[
p, p
]
, 0 < p < p < +∞. Rental payments

are rhHt, where rh is the rent per house unit.

Agents can buy or sell a house throughout their lifetime, but they can only expe-

rience employment transitions during their active period. Unemployed agents receive

transfers b, which include non-labor income, like family transfers, plus unemployment

compensation net of out-of-pocket search costs. Retired agents receive a pension bR.

These transfers allow agents to rent at least the smallest size house (No-homelessness

5This cost is equivalent to requiring the house be sold each time there is a variation in house size,
as in Flavin and Nakagawa (2008).
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condition):
b, bR ≥ rhH.

All agents enter active life as unemployed and with an initial stock of liquid wealth

A0. Agents have a subjective discount factor β ∈ (0, 1), can save at rate of return

r, and can borrow up to a limit Bt+1 at that same rate. This limit on borrowing is

determined by the liquidation value of an owned house used as collateral:6

Bt+1 (χtHt) ≡ − (1− d) pχtHt,

where d is the downpayment rate. This limit ensures lenders will always be repaid.7

Unemployed agents receive a wage offer x with probability λut , drawn from a wage

offer distribution F (·), (x ∈ (w,w), 0 < w < w <∞). They become employed if they
receive and accept a wage offer; otherwise they remain unemployed. Employed agents

are laid offwith probability θt and with probability πt they receive a wage offer drawn

from the same distribution F (·). They change employer when they receive an offer
and accept it; they continue working for the same employer when they are not laid

off, receive an offer that they do not accept or no offer at all, and the current job is

preferable to unemployment; they can always quit to become unemployed. Arrival

rates, λt, layoff rates θt, and wages wt (ω) are age-specific. The evolution by age of

these labor market parameters captures the accumulation of human capital over time.

The present discounted utility of a retired agent of age t = T + 1, ..., TF , with

liquid wealth holdings At, who may own a house of size Ht−1 and house price pt is

V R
t

(
At, χt−1Ht−1, pt

)
=

max
ARt+1≥0,χt,Ht

{
U

(
At + bR − c

(
χt−1Ht−1, χtHt, pt

)
− (1− χt) rhHt −

At+1
1 + r

,Ht

)
+β

∫
V R
t+1 (At+1, χtHt, pt+1) dP (pt+1| pt)

}
,

where, in the absence of bequest motives, ATF+1 = 0. The solution to this problem is

contained in the wealth accumulation rule ARt+1 (At, Ht−1, pt) and the housing decision

rules χRt (At, Ht−1, pt) and HR
t (At, Ht−1, pt).

6Banks do not lend to retirees: retired agents cannot borrow at all, not on account of their
pension, nor can they have any kind of debt on their house, were they to own one.

7A fraction of future secure no-homelessness income could also be included in the borrowing limit:
Bt+1 = −s

∑T
j=t

b−rhpH
(1+r)j

− (1− d) pχtHt. We previously conducted estimations of this specification
with the result that s was very close to zero.
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Active agents maximize their expected lifetime utility by choosing their current

home tenure status, level of consumption, and acceptable wage offers, conditional

on their wealth, and previous home tenure status, wages and employment situation.

Expected lifetime utility V u
t when unemployed at age t (=1, ..., T ) is defined as

V u
t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt) =

max
ARt+1≥Bt+1,χt,Ht

{
U

(
At + b− c

(
χt−1Ht−1, χtHt, pt

)
− (1− χt) rhHt −

At+1
1 + r

,Ht

)
+β[λt+1

∫ ∫
max

[
V e
t+1(At+1, x, χtHt, pt+1), V

u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)

]
dF (x)dP (pt+1| pt)

+(1− λt+1)
∫
V u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)dP (pt+1| pt)

]}
.

Expected lifetime utility V e
t at age t = 1, ..., T for an individual that is employed,

has wealth holdings At, base wage ω, and who may own a house of size Ht−1 at unit

house price pt is

V e
t (At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt) =

max
ARt+1≥Bt+1,χt,Ht

{
U

(
At + wt (ω)− c

(
χt−1Ht−1, χtHt, pt

)
− (1− χt) rhHt −

At+1
1 + r

,Ht

)
+β ({(1− θt+1)[
πt+1

∫ ∫
max

[
V e
t+1(At+1,max (x, ω) , χtHt, pt+1), V

u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)

]
dF (x)dP (pt+1| pt)

+ (1− πt+1)
∫

max
[
V e
t+1(At+1, ω, χtHt, pt+1), V

u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)

]
)dP (pt+1| pt)

]}
+

{
θt+1

[
πt+1

∫ ∫
max

[
V e
t+1(At+1, x, χtHt, pt+1), V

u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)

]
dF (x)dP (pt+1| pt)

+(1− πt+1)
∫
V u
t+1(At+1, χtHt, pt+1)

)
dP (pt+1| pt)

]})
.

Active agents solve a dynamic problem with a finite horizon T and a ‘salvage

value’which is the present discounted utility at retirement: V u
t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt) =

V e
t (At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt) = V R

t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt), at t = T + 1.

The solution to this problem is contained in six policy rules: Aut+1(At, χt−1Ht−1, pt),

Aet+1(At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt), χut (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt), χet (At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt),Hu
t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt),

and He
t (At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt). That is, wealth accumulation and house consumption

depend on liquid wealth, employment status, wages if employed, and also on home-

ownership status and house prices. For this problem there exists a reservation wage
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that indicates the lowest acceptable wage offer:

ω∗t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt) ≡ {ω| V u
t (At, χt−1Ht−1, pt) = V e

t (At, ω, χt−1Ht−1, pt)}.

The reservation wage depends on holdings of liquid assets, homeownership status and

house consumption, and house prices. This model thus creates an explicit connection

between wealth accumulation, homeownership, house prices, and job transitions.

Proposition 1 If the adjustment fee is zero (a = 0) and the borrowing limit is in-

dependent of homeownership status, Bt+1 (χtHt) = c, c ∈ R, lifetime value functions
will be unaffected by the liquidity structure of wealth and will only be determined by

the amount of total wealth Zt = At + ptHt−1:

V e
t (At, ω,Ht−1, pt) = V e

t

(
αZt, ω, (1− α)

Zt
pt
, pt

)
,

V u
t (At, Ht−1, pt) = V u

t

(
αZt, (1− α)

Zt
pt
, pt

)
,

where α ∈ [0, 1], for all At, Ht−1, pt.

Proof: In Appendix A1.

If there is no adjustment fee and the borrowing limit is not house status-dependent,

objective functions will be unaffected by whether wealth is held in liquid assets or

illiquid property: owning a house of size Ht−1 has the same effect on lifetime utility as

holding its value ptHt−1 in liquid assets. In other words, in the absence of adjustment

fees and of any dependence of the borrowing limit on the housing status, how liquid

her wealth is becomes irrelevant for an agent wishing to maximize her lifetime utility;

only her total wealth is relevant. This property is reflected in the reservation wage.

Corollary 1 As value functions are determined just by total wealth, so are reser-
vation wages. If adjustment fees are zero (a = 0) and the borrowing limit does not

depend on homeownership status, Bt+1 (χtHt) = c, c ∈ R, the reservation wage will
be the same whether the individual owns a house of size Ht−1 or whether she holds

ptHt−1in liquid assets:

ω∗ (At, Ht−1, pt) = ω∗
(
αZt, (1− α)

Zt
pt
, pt

)
.
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In the absence of adjustment fees and of house dependent borrowing limits, the

reservation wage does not depend on the liquidity structure of wealth, but on its total

size. Notice that a special case of Bt+1 (χtHt) = c is that c = 0, that is, d = 1, which

implies that liquid wealth cannot be negative. In this case, there is no borrowing at

all, Bt+1 (χtHt) = 0. At the other extreme, c may be a very large negative number,

which is equivalent to removing the borrowing constraint.

Because there are no closed-form solutions to this model, we assume specific func-

tional forms. Our utility function is a Cobb-Douglas embedded into a constant relative

risk aversion (CRRA) utility function:

U(C,H) =
(CρH1−ρ)

1−γ − 1

1− γ ,

where γ is the coeffi cient of relative risk aversion, and ρ represents the share of

consumption of non-durables.

The base wage offer distribution is a truncated lognormal F (x): lnω ∼ N(µ, σ2|ω, ω); 0 <

ω < ω <∞; and age-dependent arrival and layoffrates are logistic: qkt =
exp(α0q+αqt)
1+exp(α0q+αqt)

,

where q = {λ, π, θ}. Finally, the wage growth function has the formwt (ω) = ω exp (α1t+ α2t
2) .

Approximation to the policy rules and value functions is done numerically. We

allow wealth and wages to be continuous while we discretize house size and house

prices. Accordingly we use the Euler equation and an interpolation algorithm to

solve for wealth next period and a numerical maximization to solve for housing. We

integrate the value functions for wages exploiting an interpolation technique while we

integrate over prices by using a weighted summation. The dynamic problem is solved

backward, starting with retirement and ending in period one.

The policy rules are illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the reservation wage and

the house size bought as a function of liquid wealth.8 Both are increasing in wealth,

that is, wealthier workers are more selective in their job search and buy larger houses.

Because house sizes are discretized, they increase in jumps as a function of liquid

wealth. And these jumps are associated with some drops in the reservation wage,

which nevertheless exhibits an increasing tendency as a function of wealth.

Figure 2 shows the reservation wage as a function of wealth by house size. When

liquid wealth is held constant, reservation wages are clearly higher the larger the

house owned. This implies that homeowners are more selective than renters, if they

8For the characterization of the model in these policy rules and in the following sensitivity analy-
sis, we use the estimated parameters of Table 5.
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hold the same level of liquid wealth.

Figure 3 shows the effect of homeownership on the reservation wage when total

wealth is held constant. Accordingly, larger liquid wealth holdings are associated

with less residential wealth, as the figure shows. As stated in Proposition 1, when

adjustment fees are zero and downpayment rates are one, the reservation wage is

unaffected by the mix of wealth. In the simulated example, adjustment fees are

positive and downpayment rates are less than one. As the graph shows for several

total wealth levels, the reservation wage is affected by the mix of wealth. If the

agent owns a large house but is indebted (holds negative liquid wealth), he is not as

selective in his job search and his reservation wage is relatively low. However, if his

liquid wealth is large and consequently he has a smaller house, his reservation wage

is relatively larger. For large positive liquid wealth the reservation wage is slightly

decreasing in liquid wealth, and hence increasing in the size of the house. Thus,

reservation wages in general are affected not just by the amount of total wealth,

but also by its composition. The graph suggests that reservation wages are at their

highest at some balanced combination of liquid and residential wealth, and at their

lowest at the extremes, when only one type of wealth is held, particularly when liquid

wealth is negative.

We also perform a sensitivity analysis in which we change the baseline value

of each parameter in the model, one at a time, and measure the resulting effects

on selected statistics such as the homeownership rate, holdings of liquid wealth by

homeownership status, wages, the unemployment rate, and employment transitions

(from unemployment to being employed, from employment to becoming unemployed,

and from one job to another one). We report these results in Table 1.

[Table 1 here]

Our baseline scenario refers to variable values 20 years (or 80 quarters) after indi-

viduals started their careers, assuming that all of them started off unemployed with

no house and zero liquid wealth. The baseline homeownership rate is 58.5%. These

homeowners hold almost $10,000 less in liquid assets than renters and, moreover, are

$324 in debt. The overall unemployment rate is almost 32%, and the percentage of

unemployed individuals that find a job is about 22%. Around 10% of the employed

lose their job, and only 4.4% transition directly to a new job.

Clearly, the parameter that has most influence on home tenure decisions is the

downpayment requirement d; increasing d in 0.1 reduces the percentage of homeown-
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ers by almost 16 percent points. This change also acts as a disincentive to save and

thus elicits the largest decrease in the savings of renters and a smaller decline in the

liquid assets of owners. This change in the housing market has an important impact

in the labor market: it decreases wages and unemployment substantially, while im-

proving job transitions (decrease in transitions from employment to unemployment,

and increase in exits from unemployment).

Increases in the adjustment fee a, in the mean price of house units µp, and in

the rent rh work in the same direction for possibly the same reason. Renters may

become discouraged and reduce savings earmarked for future home purchases; owners

may stop considering a potential move to a larger house and also reduce savings.

These changes discourage savings and reduce homeownership while decreasing the

reservation wage, so that both wages and unemployment rates decrease. An increase

in price variability of a housing unit σp has the same effect on job variables but whereas

it decreases wealth of renters, it increases liquid wealth of owners and homeownership.

Therefore an increase in price variability acts as a disincentive to save before buying

a house, but once the individual owns a house he may find it convenient to hold

more liquid wealth. On the contrary, an increase in the persistence parameter φ

has the opposite effect: it increases wealth holdings both for renters and owners as

well as homeownership, while it has a small positive impact on wages, on the rate

of unemployment, and on transitions from employment to unemployment, so that it

would appear it allows individuals to be more selective on their job decisions. In

general, as would be expected, homeowners holdings of liquid wealth are relatively

more sensitive to changes in any of the housing parameters than renters’liquid wealth.

It is also worth noticing that homeownership rates are more responsive to variations

in credit market conditions (that is, in d and a) and in rent than to changes in the

housing market parameters (φ, µp, and σp).

An increase in the share of income spent on non durables, ρ, prompts a decrease in

homeownership rates of almost 3 percent points, and a decrease in the liquid wealth

of owners and, especially, renters. Owners increase debt, possibly because owning

a house has a positive wealth effect (absent in renting) that allows homeowners to

borrow on account of their house. Renters just spend (i.e. decrease the positive

value of) their wealth. This change decreases reservation wages, so that accepted

wages and the unemployment rate decline. An increase in the coeffi cient of risk

aversion, γ, decreases liquid wealth holdings of both renters and owners, while it also

decreases wages and unemployment rates. Intuitively, higher risk aversion decreases
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the incentive to save to buy a house, which is subject to stochastic price changes. Thus

liquid wealth holdings of both renters and owners go down, particularly of renters who

are saving to buy a house. Besides this wealth effect, an increase in risk aversion also

causes a fall in reservation wages conditional on liquid wealth.

In the lower half of Table 1 we can see the impact on the same model variables of

changes of labor market parameters: unemployment transfers, the arrival rates when

unemployed and employed (and their respective growth rates), the layoff rate (and

its growth rate), the mean logwage (and its linear growth rate), and its standard

deviation.

An increase in unemployment transfers, b, raises the percentage of homeown-

ers, because it increases the reservation wage and encourages savings, regardless of

whether the worker is a renter or a homeowner. Accordingly, it increases wages, the

unemployment rate, and decreases transitions from unemployment to employment.

However, the single largest impact on homeownership rates comes from higher

arrival rates when unemployed, λ: a 0.1 increase in λ increases the percentage of

homeowners by almost 9 percentage points. It also generates large increases in savings

of both renters and homeowners, as they go from receiving unemployment transfers to

receiving a wage that is, most probably, higher. As demand for labor increases, so do

wages, whereas the unemployment rate decreases and transitions from unemployment

to employment improve.

When the arrival rate from employment, π, increases homeownership and savings

also increase, as workers are possibly transitioning to better suited, better paid jobs.

On the contrary, when the layoff rate, θ, increases homeownership declines, as do

savings of both renters and owners. Unemployed workers must, at least partly, finance

their unemployment spells, and homeowners must certainly go on paying mortgages.

Since labor demand decreases, wages also decrease and the rate of unemployment

increases. As would be expected, transitions from employment to unemployment

increase, but so do transitions to employment (workers become less selective with

their job search). Increased growth of base arrival rates produces similar effects in all

main statistics.

An increase in the mean wage, µ, increases homeownership and savings, and has a

very small positive effect on the unemployment rate and hardly any on job transitions.

An increase of its linear growth rate, though, has a remarkable positive impact on

savings.

The most interesting effects analyzed here are the ‘cross-effects,’ that is, effects
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of housing market parameters on labor market observables, and of labor market pa-

rameters on housing market observables. We have shown so far that both of these

effects are fairly important in the model. In the next sections, we will confront this

model to actual data.

3 Data

We use data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience -

Youth Cohort (NLSY), a national stratified sample of 12,686 individuals who were be-

tween 14 and 21 years of age in January 1979, and who have been interviewed annually

from 1979 until 2010. This dataset contains information on personal characteristics

of the individual, household composition, educational status and attainment, mili-

tary experience, labor market activity and transitions, detailed week-by-week work

history, income and several forms of wealth, including residential property.

Total wealth is the net market value of the sum of residential wealth and liquid

wealth. Residential wealth is the market value of the house if it were sold at the time

of the interview. Liquid wealth consists of business assets, financial assets, vehicles,

and other assets (such as jewelry or furniture), all net of debts, minus all debts on

residential property. Annual data on residential wealth and the various forms of

liquid wealth are available from year 1985 onwards; this information is assigned to

the calendar quarter in which the interview took place.9

Out of the total number of respondents we select a sample which is more likely to

conform to our theoretical model: white males born after December 31, 1960, without

military experience, that finished High School and have at most one year of college,

and for whom wealth and housing data are available. We are left with a sample of 268

individuals, who satisfied all the selection criteria. In this final sample each individual

has up to 132 quarterly observations for wealth, housing, wages, employment status

and employer. Appendix A2 provides further explanations of these variables.

[Table 2 here]

9All assets are defined by the NLSY as the amount the respondent would reasonably expect
someone to pay if the particular asset were sold in its current condition at any point in time. We
use the CPI reported by the BLS in ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt to convert
market value to 1982-4 dollars.
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Table 2 presents summary statistics for the variables used in this paper. On

average 37% of the individuals in the sample are homeowners, with a house value of

around 60,000 dollars of 1982-4. However, the standard deviation on this value is also

around 60,000 dollars. These individuals hold, on average, around 12,000 constant

dollars of liquid wealth. About 33% of the individuals have negative liquid wealth,

that is, they are in debt for that amount. However, total wealth (net liquid wealth

plus the market value of the house) amounts to slightly less than 40,000 dollars. Only

8% of individuals exhibit negative total wealth. Clearly, owning a home is the only

way to support these debts. Around 72% of individuals are employed, with an average

wage of $4,726 per quarter, or 8.26 in log-wages.

[Table 3 here]

Table 3 shows summary statistics by homeownership and employment status.

Renters hold slightly more liquid assets than owners, $12,300 vs $11,300. About

61% of owners and 12% of renters are in debt, that is, have negative liquid wealth.

However, the totality of renters wealth is liquid, whereas homeowners total wealth is

around $71,000, and only 3% of them have a negative total wealth position. Out of all

renters 52% are employed, with an average wage of $3,400 (7.92 in log-wages), while

78% of all owners are employed, with an average wage of $5,100 (8.35 in log-wages).

Employed individuals are more than twice as likely to be home owners: 47% of the

employed are owners compared to only 21% of the unemployed. Moreover, the value

of the houses owned by the employed is also greater: $63,000 compared to $47,000 for

the unemployed. Similarly, liquid and total wealth of the employed are both greater

than that of the unemployed. While the employed have around $15,000 worth in

liquid wealth and around $49,000 of total wealth, the unemployed have, respectively,

around $6,700 and $19,000. However, a larger percentage of the employed, 38%, have

negative liquid wealth, compared to 25% of the unemployed. Because the employed

are more likely to be homeowners, they also are more likely to have debts on their

house, which explains their negative liquid wealth position.

[Table 4 here]

Table 4 shows the main variables of our model 4, 12, and 20 years after leaving

high school. Homeownership increases from 5% in year 4 to 66% in year 20, while the
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value of the house owned increases from around $31,000 to $64,000 for the same years.

Liquid wealth also increases for both renters and homeowners. Log-wages increase

from 7.9 in year 4 to 8.5 in year 20, which is an increase of around 60% over this

period. The dispersion of log-wages is relatively stable over time at 0.5. Meanwhile,

the unemployment rate declines from 43% in year 4 to 10% in year 20. This is the

result of increasing rates for job taking and job-to-job transitions, and decreasing

rates for job separations.

These trends are informative of the evolution of the main variables of the model

and of their interconnections. They suggest that better labor market outcomes are

associated with homeownership, which involves borrowing and, hence, negative hold-

ings of liquid assets. Accordingly, homeowners have typically more total wealth,

but less liquid wealth than renters. Our next step is an estimation of the behavioral

parameters of the model.

4 Estimation

The estimation strategy aims to recover the behavioral parameters of the theoretical

model. The estimation procedure is a Simulated Method of Moments (SMM) in which

the parameter estimates of the theoretical model are the minimizers of this function.

We build a set of simulated data and use it to compute some selected moments that

are then matched to the actual moments. For each individual in the sample we gen-

erate 100 simulations. Since wealth and housing are observed only since 1985, there

are several periods for which we can only observe employment and wage data, but not

wealth and housing data. For these periods data for simulations are assumed to be

the same than actual data. From the quarter that we first observe wealth onward we

use the policy rules that solve the dynamic programming problem and random num-

bers for the stochastic components (job offers, layoffs, wage offers, and house price

fluctuations) to generate simulated career paths. That is, simulated data are based

on observed liquid wealth and observed employment status and wages, assuming no

homeownership and a medium housing unit price. At each iteration of the parameter

computation we construct a measure of distance between the observed and the sim-

ulated moments. Since for many quarters there are very few actual observations, we

compute biannual periods both in the actual and the simulated moments.

In the estimation, we will only use data for the first 26 years of labor market

experience, which approximately contains observations from 1978 until year 2005 for
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most people. That is, we are trimming the sample to cover the period just before

the Great Recession. Our purpose is to have an estimation that covers the pre-crisis

situation and produce ourselves some changes in the economic environment that are

similar to what actually happened.

The parameters to estimate are then Θ = {d, a, µp, φ, σp, rh, ρ, γ, b, λ, αλ, θ,
αθ, µ, α1,α2, σ}. The moments used in this estimation are the following:

1. percentage of owners by years after graduation,

2. value of the house,

3. liquid wealth holdings by years after graduation and homeownership status,

4. log-wage means and standard deviations by years after graduation, and

5. employment rates and employment transitions by years after graduation.

The SMM procedure relates a parameter set to a weighted measure of distance

between sample and simulated moments:

S (Θ) = ∆m′W−1∆m,

where ∆m = (ma −mp) is the distance between each sample and simulated moment

and W is a weight matrix. The estimated behavioral parameters are thus Θ̂ =

arg minS (Θ). We minimize this function by means of the Powell algorithm (Press

et al. 1992) which uses direction set methods to find the minimum. This algorithm

relies on function evaluations, not gradient methods.

5 Results

The estimates and their corresponding asymptotic standard errors are reported in

Table 5. As we will show in the next subsections, they are able to reproduce the

observed trends in the evolution of homeownership status, house value, liquid wealth

by homeownership, wages, unemployment rate and employment transitions.

The share of non-durable consumption is determined by observed liquid wealth

and the observed value of the house. The coeffi cient of risk aversion is pinned down

by wealth accumulation over time. The downpayment rate is identified mainly by

the process of liquid wealth accumulation required to buy a house. The adjustment
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fee is pinned down by the observed variation in house values. In this estimation the

process for housing prices serves as an unobservable and the rent per house unit as an

unobserved threshold that makes the estimation feasible. Labor market parameters

are identified mainly by observed wages and transitions per quarter, as it is well

established in prior estimations.10

[Table 5 here]

The downpayment rate is a relatively high 29 percent. The adjustment fee is a

realistic 4% of the variation in house size. The stochastic process for the housing

price has an autocorrelation coeffi cient of 0.65, which reveals a moderate persistence

over time. The mean is -0.033, which implies an average price slightly below one, as

the Markov process is in logarithmic values. The standard deviation for this process

is 0.43, which is relatively high. Given that we work with three house prices, these

parameters imply they are: p(1)= 0.516, p(2)= 0.909, p(3)= 1.600, and a transition

process

P (pt+1| pt) =

 0.448346 0.448346 0.103308

0.157731 0.684538 0.157731

0.103308 0.448346 0.448346

.
This process implies that in the long run the mean price is 0.96074. Rent is around

5% of the average house value. In the absence of data on house prices or rents, these

parameters are mainly identified by the observed evolution of home ownership and

house values, as well as the observed liquid wealth evolution by home ownership.

The coeffi cient of risk aversion is 2.06, which is in the range of prior estimations,

and the share of nondurable consumption is 52%, in line with descriptive data. The

rate of discount is fixed at 0.9872 and the interest rate at 0.012272, quarterly values

that match annual values of 0.95 and 0.05, respectively.

The estimated amount of net transfers while unemployed is about $1,150. At

the beginning of active life, when the agent has no work experience, the probability

of receiving an offer λ is 9.6%. A growth parameter αλ of 0.0172 implies that 20

quarters (6 years) after graduation this probability becomes 13%; 40 quarters (10

10The identification of behavioral labor market parameters from data on wages and employment
transitions is discussed by Flinn and Heckmann (1982a,1982b) and Wolpin (1992). The identification
in models of wealth accumulation and job search is discussed by Blundell, Magnac and Meghir (1997)
and Rendon (2006).
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years) after graduation the probability is 17%, and at quarter 80 (20 years), 30%.

While employed the probability of receiving an offer π with no experience is 7%. A

parameter απ of -0.0245 implies that 20 quarters after graduation the arrival rate

becomes 4.4%, at quarter 40, 2.7%, and at quarter 80, 1.1%. The base layoff rate

θ is 39.8%. A parameter αθ of -0.0255 implies that at quarter 20 after graduation

the arrival rate becomes 28.4%, at quarter 40, 19.2%, and at quarter 80, 7.9%. The

estimated base mean of the underlying distribution of log-wages is 7.25, and the

corresponding variance is 0.94. Parameters α1 = 0.002271238 and α2 = −0.000003161

imply that at quarter 20 after graduation the base mean log-wage offer becomes 7.30,

at quarter 40, 7.34, an increase of 5%, and at quarter 80, 7.42, an increases of 17%.

These parameters imply that wages peak at quarter 359 (around 90 years of age),

that is, during active life (188 quarters) wages always go up.

Asymptotic standard errors are calculated using the outer-product gradient esti-

mator and provided in parentheses; they are, in general, small.

To assess whether these parameter estimates capture the essential features of the

observed data, we compare the observed and the predicted trajectories of home-

ownership, house value, wealth by homeownership, wages, employment status, and

employment transitions.

[Table 6 here]

[Figures 4 and 5 here]

Table 6 provides a summary of actual and predicted distributions of all variables

for years 4, 12, and 20 after graduation. It also shows goodness of fit tests χ2 for

discrete variables and R2 for continuous variables.11 In addition, Figures 4 and 5

present a graphical comparison of actual and predicted variables by year after gradu-

ation. Figure 4a shows that the predicted path of the homeownership rate is relatively

close to the actual path, which can be confirmed by looking at the χ2 statistics in

Table 6. Figure 4b shows that the actual value of the house is very closely replicated

11For discrete variables we use χ2 = ΣTt=1
(nt−n̂t)2

n̂t
, where nt is the actual number of observations

at time t, n̂t is the model predicted counterpart, and T is the number of periods. This statistic has
an asymptotic χ2 distribution with T − 1 degrees of freedom.

For continuous variables we use a R2 statistic, defined as R2 =
∑
Ŷ 2∑

Ŷ 2+
∑
e2
, where Ŷ is the

predicted continuous variable and e = Yobs − Ŷ is the predicted error. Squaring and summing
across observations, we obtain

∑
Y 2obs =

∑
Ŷ 2 + 2

∑
Ŷ e+

∑
e2, and it is not necessarily true that∑

Ŷ e = 0, as in the linear regression framework.
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by the model. Figure 4c compares the actual and predicted liquid wealth of renters.

It shows some under-prediction in the earlier years and some over-prediction in the

later years. Figure 4d shows the actual and predicted liquid wealth of owners. In

spite of some noise in the liquid wealth data, the model reproduces quite well the

observed trend in wealth accumulation, as R2 statistics in Table 6 reassure.

Figure 5 shows the actual and predicted evolution of labor market variables. We

can see the predicted path of the unemployment rates is relatively close to the actual

path, especially at the beginning of the employment careers, which can be confirmed

by looking at the χ2 statistics.

Figures 5a and 5b show that the model reproduces well the wage distribution,

especially in the later periods; so do their respective R2 statistics in Table 6. Figure 5c

shows that the model reproduces well the unemployment rate, particularly in early

years. After some overprediction in later years, over time the model converges to

the actual path, even though there are some fluctuations that the model does not

capture. The predicted transitions from unemployment to employment are presented

in Figure 5d, which shows also a fairly good replication of the actual paths. Figure 5e

shows that the model overpredicts transitions from employment to unemployment, as

seems to be the case for job-to-job transitions, as shown in Figure 5f.

In short, both graphically and formally the model is fairly successful in replicating

the main features of the data.

6 Regime Changes

After recovering the underlying parameters of the model and assessing their success

in replicating the data, we perform two regime changes and report them in Tables 7

and 8. These experiments measure the variations in several observables produced by

relaxing housing credit conditions and by deteriorating labor market demand.

[Table 7 and Table 8 here]

The first experiment consists of a loosening of housing credit conditions, such as

decreasing the downpayment required to buy a house, d, by 15 percentage points,

reducing the adjustment fee, a, to zero or decreasing the mean of the housing price

process, µp, by 5 percentage points. We are interested in evaluating how these regime

changes, one at a time and combined, influence the labor market.
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A reduction in the downpayment increases homeownership rates and wealth of

renters, who now have an incentive to save more, and decreases liquid wealth held by

homeowners, who can buy larger houses. This variation also increases both wages and

unemployment rates, while it deteriorates employment transitions, which is consistent

with an increase in the reservation wage. Unemployment rates increase 2.5 percent

points 20 years after graduation. That is, easier conditions to access housing credit

generate higher unemployment rates.

Reducing to zero the adjustment fee for buying or selling a house initially increases

homeownership, but decreases it in later years. Eliminating this friction undermines

the need for saving, so agents end up consuming more, which causes wealth of both

renters and owners to fall. Meanwhile wages initially become higher, but then fall

again. Reservation wages are initially higher, but lower wealth accumulation reduces

them in later years. Accordingly, unemployment rates fall over time, and employment

transitions improve, that is, transitions from unemployment to employment increase

and transitions from employment to unemployment decline.

A fall in the mean of the housing price process increases the rate of homeowner-

ship, while increasing wealth of renters and decreasing wealth of owners. This effect

is similar to the one produced by lowering the downpayment. The effect on the la-

bor market is an increase in wages and the unemployment rate, which is consistent

with increasing reservation wages. Employment transitions also worsen in that the

transition from unemployment to employment goes down, while the transition from

employment to unemployment increases.

What is the combined effect of all these regime changes? The last column of Ta-

ble 7 shows the liquid wealth of both renters and owners increases. For renters this

combined change implies and incentive to save, while for owners it is an incentive to

buy larger houses. In terms of the labor market this change generates a sustained

increase of unemployment, up to 6 percent points, while wages increase by at most

9 percentage points. Employment transitions altogether deteriorate: exits from un-

employment go down by 3 percentage points, while the job separation rate increases

by 1 percentage point. Job-to-job transitions also increase by 0.5 percentage point.

In sum, this experiment reveals the type of mechanism underlying the recent Great

Recession, which originated in the housing market.

The second experiment consists of deteriorating labor demand, that is, decreas-

ing arrival rates and the base mean wage offer, increasing layoff rates, increasing

unemployment transfers, and several combinations of these variations.
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A reduction in base arrival rates while unemployed understandably decreases

homeownership rates and liquid wealth holdings of both renters and owners. Av-

erage wages fall and unemployment rates increase. Transitions from unemployment

to employment decrease, however so do transitions from employment to unemploy-

ment. People quit less to search while unemployed, as the value of unemployment

has fallen.

An decrease in the mean wage offer produces a similar effect in homeownership

rates and wealth of both renters and owners, and it also pushes wages down. How-

ever, unemployment rates decline. It is the decrease in reservation wages that makes

it possible for wages and unemployment to both fall. Accordingly exits from un-

employment increase while job separations and job-to-job transitions do not change

much.

Interestingly, an increase in the layoff rate increases homeownership in the later

years, while it decreases liquid wealth for both renters and owners. The layoff rate

is crucial in determining savings for precautionary reasons. Thus, its increase dete-

riorates labor market conditions, but it also boosts savings which, ultimately, may

be put toward homeownership. As a result of this change, wages fall and unemploy-

ment rates increase, while exit from unemployment and job separations both rise, and

job-to-job transitions fall.

When all of the previous regime changes happen simultaneously there is a larger

fall in homeownership, up to 14 percentage points. Liquid wealth holdings of both

renters and owners fall by larger amounts than in any single change (except in initial

years for owners), which suggests that because of this labor market deterioration only

initially wealthier people buy houses. Over time less initially wealthy people buy

houses and their liquid wealth position falls further. This combined change implies

an increase in the unemployment rate and a large fall in wages, particularly in the

later years (23 percentage points). There is also lower exit from unemployment and

less job-to-job transitions, but more job separations.

We also consider the additional impact of an increase in unemployment transfers,

which captures the government’s attempt to counteract deterioration of labor market

conditions, as it is studied by Rothstein (2011) and Hagedorn et al. (2013) Under this

combined regime the decline in homeownership rates is also large (12 percent points),

but is below what would happen without an increase in unemployment transfers.

Wealth of renters also falls by less, but the liquid holdings of owners in the later years

decrease by a bit more. Wages fall by 16 percentage points, substantially less than
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the 23 percent points decrease without transfers. Unemployment increases by larger

amounts, up to 18 percentage points, mostly due to slower transitions from unem-

ployment to employment. The additional effect of this intervention in unemployment

is initially small, 0.3 percentage points, but then it increases to 1.5 percentage points

and even to 4 percentage points, in year 20. In sum, this experiment is suggestive

of how the Great Recession may have affected the housing market. Once the labor

market demand deteriorates, homeownership and liquid wealth holdings fall substan-

tially. A government intervention that increases unemployment transfers is effective

in alleviating these effects and avoiding wages to fall further, but it generates larger

unemployment rates.

7 Conclusion

Typical analysis of the connection between the financial and real sectors focuses on

the firm as the relevant economic agent. Firms are constrained in how much they

can borrow by how much collateral they have, so that a firm’s ability to expand its

scale of production depends on how much capital is available to the firm. In this

article, we propose an alternative connection between the financial and real sectors

by taking the worker as the relevant economic agent. How much a worker can borrow

is constrained by the value of his available collateral. The single most important

collateral of an individual is his house, so that his ability to reject low wage offers in

his job search throughout his active life will be determined by the value of his house.

Therefore, easier housing credit conditions allow an individual to be more selective

in his job search and obtain higher wages, but they also lengthen the duration of

his unemployment spells and, thus, increase overall unemployment rates. We claim

that this mechanism may have been at work in producing what has been labelled the

Great Recession.

We analyze this phenomenon by means of a model in which agents decide on their

job search, savings, homeownership status and house size. Unlike other dynamic

models of housing, our framework produces a feed-back effect between housing deci-

sions on the one side and income and unemployment on the other side. That is, the

income process in our model is not exogenous; workers decide to accept or reject wage

offers and, therefore, have some control over their income. Moreover, we also allow

for housing price fluctuations, which affects the borrowing decisions of workers. We

also present a ‘neutrality’result: in the absence of adjustment fees or downpayment
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requirements, that is, of financial frictions, the liquidity structure of wealth of an

individual is irrelevant to his job search decisions and economic activity in general.

Only the size of total wealth (value of the house plus liquid wealth) matters.

We fit this model to data from the NLSY and recover the behavioral parameters,

which are realistic for both the housing and the labor market. The model exhibits

a fairly good capability to replicate the main observables, namely, the evolution of

homeownership rates, house value, liquid wealth, wages, and employment status and

transitions over time.

We show that more relaxed conditions for borrowing in the housing market in-

crease unemployment rates by around 6 percentage points. We associate this finding

with the mechanism underlying the Great Recession, which was preceded by an in-

crease in housing borrowing and saw a substantial increase in unemployment. We

also evaluate the effects of a deteriorating labor demand on the housing market. We

find that less job creation by employers, captured by lower arrival rates, higher layoff

rates and lower wage offers, reduces homeownership by 14 percentage points.

Future research can extend our framework to explore other important dimensions

of the connection between housing markets and job search. In our model lenders do

not share risk with borrowers, so that they recover their loans with probability one.

One could explore how the model’s predictions change when a borrower has the option

to not pay back his loan, that is, to default.12 One could also model the mortgage

structure; allow for foreclosures in case of default; consider underwater mortgages; or

relax the no-homelessness condition and have some agents become homeless.

In the labor market, an obvious concern is to allow for an equilibrium framework

with matching. This will enable the model to assess firms’reaction to relevant regime

changes, such as those discussed in the present article. For instance, if workers are

more selective in their search, firms will have a harder time finding a worker. Once

firms realize this, the value of a vacancy will decrease: firms will open fewer vacan-

cies and the unemployment rate will increase, potentially more so than in a partial

analysis.

12A possibility is to declare himself in bankruptcy, which will prevent him from borrowing at all
in the future.
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Appendix

A1. Proof or proposition 1
Proof of Proposition 1 If a = 0 and Bt+1 (χtHt) = c, c ∈ R, then At−c (Ht−1, χtHt, pt) =
At + ptHt−1 − ptHt = Zt − ptHt.

Without loss of generality, let V R
TF

(
αZt, (1− α) Ztpt , pt

)
= V R

TF
(Zt, 0, pt). Then, at the

last period of life TF : V R
TF

(Zt, 0, pt) = max
χt,Ht

U (Zt + bR − ptχtHt − (1− χt) rhHt), so that

only total wealth matters. Then we proceed backward and define the value function

V R
t (Zt, 0, pt) = max

ARt+1≥0,χt,Ht

{
U

(
Zt + bR − ptχtHt − (1− χt) rhHt −

At+1
1 + r

,Ht

)
+β

∫
V R
t+1 (Zt+1, 0, pt+1) dP (pt+1| pt)

}
.

At period t the agent decides on At+1 and Ht, with which for any expected price pt+1
conditional on price pt he calculates total wealth Zt+1. He integrates the value function
at t+1 and then he computes V R

t (Zt, 0, pt). The process is repeated backwards until the first
period of retirement. Then the process is repeated backward throughout the agent’s active
life

A2. Definition of the variables
For tractability, we aggregate the data to quarters based on the calendar quarter in which
the individual starts his employment history. The last week that the individual reports
being enrolled in school is assigned to its corresponding calendar quarter; employment
history starts in the quarter thereafter. The relevant time unit is quarters of experience, not
calendar time. Along with attrition and missing data, this implies that not all individuals
are observed through 2010. Aggregation to quarterly data has the unavoidable consequence
of some definitional arbitrariness. We define an individual to be working if he is employed
during the first week of the quarter; otherwise he is unemployed for that quarter. The job
corresponding to that quarter is also the first job of the quarter; any other job held during
the quarter is ignored. The quarterly wage related to that job is the wage of the first week
of the quarter in 1982-4 dollars times 13. As the NLSY provides information on multiple
jobs held by a person at the same period, the main job is taken to be the one with the
most hours of work. A person is given the status of employed if he works 20 or more hours
per week. The Consumer Price Index is used to transform the monetary values into real
amounts.

The NLSY contains annual data on the financial characteristics of the household, for
years 1985 onwards. Respondents report the market value of their assets at the moment
of the interview; this information is therefore assigned to its particular calendar quarter,
leaving blank all other quarters. There are five types of assets: residential property, financial
assets, business assets, vehicles and other; all these components are computed at their
“market value”which the NLSY defines as the amount the respondent would reasonably
expect someone else to pay if the particular asset were sold today in its present condition.
Thus, residential property is the market value of the respondent’s house or apartment owned
or being bought by the individual. We define as liquid wealth the sum of the other assets
net of liabilities. That is, the net value reported for liquid wealth is the sum of financial
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assets, business assets, vehicles, and other assets minus any liability on residential property,
such as mortgages, back taxes, home improvement loans, or debts such as assessments,
unpaid amounts of home improvement loans, or home repair bills. Since the NLSY reports
a variable named “total assets,”to construct “liquid wealth,”we just subtract the market
value of the residential property from this total.
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Table 1. Sensitivity analysis. Effect of parameter variations on selected statistics.

Variation of statistics resulting from variations of one parameter at a time.

Parameter Percent Wealth Wealth Log U. Transitions in %

Variation Owners Renters Owners Wages Rate% U->E E->U E->E’

Statistics Levels

Baseline 58.51 9616 -324 8.30 31.85 21.59 9.66 4.35

Statistics Variations:

Housing and Savings Parameters

d 0.1 -15.98 -5646 -750 -1.76 -1.28 0.88 -0.21 -0.85

a 0.01 -3.42 -2024 -544 -0.91 -0.56 0.25 -0.13 0.07

φ 0.01 1.43 1220 1140 0.59 0.23 -0.12 0.03 -0.02

µp 0.01 -0.66 -2912 -632 -0.77 -0.83 0.54 -0.22 -0.06

σp 0.01 1.51 -1815 253 -0.55 -0.73 0.45 -0.22 -0.02

rh 0.01 -5.59 -3624 -646 -4.33 -1.88 1.07 -0.42 0.20

ρ 0.1 -2.76 -2291 -808 -1.97 -1.09 0.54 -0.24 0.12

γ 0.1 -0.94 -5137 -2201 -2.88 -1.99 1.37 -0.33 0.06

Labor Market Parameters

b 100 1.37 789 358 3.71 1.04 -0.86 -0.03 -0.25

λ 0.1 8.88 9669 3680 13.79 -3.72 5.74 0.74 -1.04

αλ 0.01 6.34 5325 1581 11.08 -4.03 6.45 0.82 -0.53

π 0.1 2.48 2088 1269 0.88 0.76 0.07 0.51 6.23

απ 0.01 0.82 429 597 -0.05 0.03 0.4 0.29 3.60

θ 0.1 -1.78 -1726 -1437 -3.09 4.99 1.34 3.21 -1.09

αθ 0.01 -3.66 -2790 -1573 -5.26 10.7 2.29 7.46 -1.44

µ 0.1 2.02 1530 906 3.7 0.11 0 -0.01 0.07

α1 0.01 1.34 9758 9593 61.82 -3.21 2.44 -0.43 1.64

σ 0.1 2.67 2137 1401 6.25 0.44 -0.36 -0.04 0.13

Note: Log-wages variations are multiplied times 100, so they are read as percent

variations. Money amounts are in dollar of 1982-4.
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Table 2. Summary Statistics

Money amounts are in dollar of 1982-4.

Variable Obs Mean St Dev Min Max

Owners 4228 0.3697 0.4828 0 1

Value of the House 1563 59484 59800 640 780950

Liquid Wealth 3582 11888 84944 -402691 1526997

Liquid Wealth Distribution (Obs, %)

<0 1,189 33.19

=0 172 4.80

>0 2,221 62.00

Total Wealth 3603 37927 106262 -151286 1633592

Total Wealth Distribution (Obs, %)

<0 295 8.19

=0 210 5.83

>0 3,098 85.98

Employed 29586 .7169 .4505 0 1

Wages 21238 4726 3663 25 140225

Log Wages 21238 8.260 .688 3.219 11.851
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Table 3. Summary Statistics by Home ownership and employment status

Money amounts are in dollar of 1982-4.

Home Ownership Employment Status

Variable Renter Owner Unemployed Employed

Owners % 21.24 46.64

Value of the House 59484 46968 62990

Liquid Wealth 12331 11315 6738 14872

Liquid Wealth distribution (%)

<0 12.09 60.46 24.89 38.01

=0 8.32 0.26 8.83 2.47

>0 79.59 39.28 66.29 59.52

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Total Wealth 12332 70799 18833 48981

Total Wealth distribution

<0 12.09 3.13 10.67 6.75

=0 8.32 2.11 9.69 3.59

>0 79.59 94.75 79.64 89.66

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Employed % 52.42 78.12

Wages 3393 5067 4857

Log Wages 7.920 8.351 8.324
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Table 4. Summary statistics by selected Years of Experience

Money amounts are in dollar of 1982-4.

Year 4 Year 12 Year 20

Percent Owners 4.9 44.7 65.8

Value of the House 30888 41351 63743

Wealth Renters 3352 9668 17155

Wealth Owners -11584 -3372 5969

Log-Wages 7.9 8.2 8.5

St.Dev. Wages 0.5 0.5 0.5

Unemployment Rate 43.0 36.6 10.3

Employment Transitions

Job taking 17.2 18.4 24.3

Job separations 13.4 6.8 3.2

Job-to-job 0.6 2.2 2.0
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Table 5. Parameter Values. Labor Market

Asymptotic Standard Errors in Parentheses

Parameter Θ̂ Estimate (Asy. St. Error)

Downpayment d 0.284609505 0.083125481

Adjustment fee a 0.040310014 0.002269941

Housing price auto-correlation φ 0.653427498 0.169036759

Annual price growth µp -.033113677 0.009884211

St. dev. of housing price σp 0.428437091 0.101664305

Rent as a percentage of house price rh 0.049676449 0.009421159

Coeffi cient of relative risk aversion: γ 2.055905485 0.831431883

Share of nondurable consumption ρ 0.523306750 0.163270225

Unemployment Transfers: b 1150.24 443.10

Arrival rate unemployed: base λ0 0.095954585 0.014881129

growth αλ 0.017276284 0.006332185

Arrival rate employed: base π0 0.070423183 0.014843291

growth απ -.024486336 0.001767432

Layoff rate: base θ0 0.397699817 0.094332743

growth αθ -.025489462 0.000147733

Mean of base logwages: µ 7.253546689 1.114667454

growth linear α1 0.002271238 0.000518375

growth quadratic α2 -.000003161 0.000000433

Standard deviation of logwages σ 0.936240317 0.105837373
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Table 6. Summary. Actual and Predicted Choice Distribution (in percent)

All Variables for four selected Years of Experience

Money amounts are in dollar of 1982-4.

Years of Experience Fit

Year 4 Year 12 Year 20 R2 χ2

Act. Pred. Act. Pred. Act. Pred.

Percent Owners 4.9 24.8 44.7 45.9 65.8 62.6 6.1

Value of the House 30888 28362 41351 41556 63743 63103 0.9939

Wealth Renters 3352 986 9668 3521 17155 16739 0.8463

Wealth Owners -11584 -1828 -3372 -1926 5969 5037 0.7544

Log-Wages 7.9 8.1 8.2 8.2 8.5 8.4 0.9999

St.Dev.Log-Wages 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.9870

Unemployment Rate 43.0 45.1 36.6 40.4 10.3 26.1 26.8

Employment Transitions

Job finding 17.2 17.7 18.4 20.2 24.3 21.9 11.5

Job separations 13.4 15.8 6.8 13.1 3.2 7.4 14.1

Job-to-job 0.6 1.2 2.2 4.3 2.0 3.8 5.2

Crit. value at .5 percent signif.: χ2(12) = 28.3.
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Table 7. Summary of Regime Change. Effects of Housing Market Loosening on
Variation of statistics resulting from Regime Changes.

Bench Regime Changes (in variations)
Years mark Down Adj. Fee House price All

Statistics of in payment ∆µp =
Exp. levels ∆d = −0.15 ∆a = −a −0.05

Percent Owners 4 24.8 7.0 2.8 2.9 9.5
12 45.9 19.5 6.4 5.2 20.7
20 62.6 12.2 -0.9 5.7 10.5

Liquid Wealth Renters 4 986 -96 -14 -36 -107
12 3521 3549 -300 291 6339
20 16739 14168 -4890 3707 13853

Liquid Wealth Owners 4 -1828 -4056 -491 302 -4993
12 -1926 -4514 -991 -248 -2564
20 5037 -1859 -2790 198 1126

Log Wages 4 809.4 1.4 0.2 0.8 1.6
12 820.4 2.6 0.1 0.3 4.4
20 840.7 3.5 -1.8 1.1 9.0

Unemployment Rate 4 45.1 0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.3
12 40.4 1.2 -0.1 -0.1 2.7
20 26.1 2.5 -1.2 1.0 5.8

Employment Transitions
Job finding 4 17.7 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2

12 20.2 -0.3 0.1 0.2 -1.1
20 21.9 -1.6 0.4 -0.8 -2.7

Job separations 4 15.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
12 7.4 0.5 -0.1 0.2 1.2
20 7.4 0.5 -0.1 0.2 1.2

Job-to-job 4 1.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1
12 4.3 1.0 0.2 0.5 1.2
20 3.8 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5

Note: Log-wages variations are multiplied times 100, so they are read as percent variations.
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Table 8. Summary of Regime Change. Effects of Labor Market Tightening on
Variation of statistics resulting from Regime Changes.

Bench Regime Changes
Year mark Arrival Mean base Layoff All All+

Statistics of in rate ∆λ = wage offer Rate ∆b/b
Exp. Levels −0.05 ∆µ = −0.2 ∆θ = 0.05 = 0.2

Percent Owners 4 24.8 -3.0 -0.7 0.0 -3.4 -3.6
12 45.9 -11.7 -3.5 -0.8 -14.1 -14.1
20 62.6 -9.8 -2.2 0.7 -14.0 -11.9

Wealth Renters 4 986 -133 -26 -15 -164 -163
12 3521 -1780 -704 -263 -2078 -2037
20 16739 -8940 -2948 -666 -11205 -10494

Wealth Owners 4 -1828 715 192 5 931 986
12 -1926 -265 -204 -273 -980 -638
20 5037 -3194 -2046 -943 -4175 -4214

Log Wages 4 809.4 -1.8 -2.0 -1.2 -4.8 -4.1
12 820.4 -6.2 -6.2 -0.6 -10.9 -8.1
20 840.7 -16.0 -6.9 -1.3 -23.2 -15.6

Unemployment Rate 4 45.1 6.4 -0.2 1.7 7.9 8.2
12 40.4 12.7 -0.6 3.1 16.4 17.9
20 26.1 5.1 -0.2 2.7 7.7 11.7

Employment Transitions
Job finding 4 17.7 -6.1 0.0 -0.2 -6.2 -6.2

12 20.2 -8.1 0.5 0.6 -8.0 -8.5
20 21.9 -5.6 0.2 0.5 -4.9 -7.2

Job separations 4 15.8 -0.6 -0.1 1.4 0.6 0.6
12 7.4 -0.4 0.1 1.3 0.6 0.8
20 7.4 -0.4 0.1 1.3 0.6 0.8

Job-to-job 4 1.2 -0.5 -0.1 -0.2 -0.7 -0.7
12 4.3 0.1 0.0 -0.4 -0.7 -0.9
20 3.8 0.5 -0.1 -0.6 -0.6 -1.0

Note: Log-wages variations are multiplied times 100, so they are read as percent variations.
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Figure 1. Reservation Wage and House Size as a Function of Liquid Wealth
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Figure 2. Reservation Wage by Liquidity Wealth Level and House Size
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Figure 4: Actual and Predicted Housing Variables
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Figure 5: Actual and Predicted Labor Market Variables


